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Undercity is the game's default setting. It is inspired by Oriental, medieval, and Gothic motifs. In
Undercity, monsters are everywhere, and NPC's also hide in the shadows. It is a background playable
in and of itself, but the main idea is to create adventure settings based on quests. It is a derivative of
the Nordic game's and a full setting of imagination. You'll be playing a group of adventures and some
NPCs, but your primary goal will be the preparation for future adventures and the creation of more
adventures. About the Author: David Schwartz has been pen-and-paper role-playing for over 30
years, and he has designed numerous adventures, settings, and campaigns. He has a Master's
degree in anthropology from Johns Hopkins University and an undergraduate degree from the
University of Vermont. Table of Contents [Product Details]............................................................... 1
Loot Templates............................................................... 2 [Pre-
Game].............................................................. 3 [Setup]................................................................. 3
[Background]........................................................... 3
[Characters].......................................................... 4 [Campaign Icons]...................................................
5 [Installation]........................................................ 6 [Rules]............................................................... 6
[About the Author]................................................ 7 The Flats..............................................................
7 Underworld....................................................... 8 [Pre-game] Upon entering, players may start their
adventure by telling their DM to roll a die. On a result of 1-3, they receive the first of four stages of
the adventure (see "Levels of the Undercity"). At the end of the roll, the players are randomly
assigned a camp where they set up camp and prepare for the next roll of the d20. The narrative of
this set of encounters is intended to end with the players on the cusp of more encounters. Upon
completion of the first roll, the players should be at a location and ought to have a good sense of
where to walk to in order to get to the next set of encounters. After the first roll, the players may
prepare more forces or enter the battlefield. The random encounter table on the next page was
generated for this scenario. Three columns of powers exist to choose from. Each column contains
one encounter per 3 or less. Note that powers are well organized in the order in which
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Overhauled combat system
Revamped and adaptive AD&D-style narrative
Fight alongside over 30 different characters
Intuitive combat modeling
A world rich in different types of enemies
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The powerful dualistic God of Humanity and Nature, Vuldra Norehon, who may not be worshiped
directly, is somewhat forgotten in the Present, except amongst his creatures, known as the Danavii.
Vuldra influences and powers are nevertheless great enough to affect the living. Danavii flicker and
fade into life on all planes. Their cry of anguish and agony echoes all across the Realms, but is now
almost completely forgotten. A power born to stop the Danavii and reclaim the love of God from
them, the Forsaken, came to be, and now only the Tabernacle of the Forsaken remains. The
Tabernacle is the center of the Forsaken's surviving power. Power that the Danavii have attempted
to harness using it. An ancient repository of knowledge, of Vuldra lore, and of secrets no mortal has
uncovered. A place for the supernatural to hide from the present. A place for Danavii to find solace
and what little redemption they might find through their suffering in the Present. For adventurers,
the Tabernacle is a place to find the answers to questions not yet seen, and the power to change the
world. Notes on the Conversion: These converted rules are a conversion of the original 5E ruleset,
but I have made some major changes to them based on feedback from my website and the players I
have had the privilege of playing. Some of the feedback I've had has been through surveys from the
5E Community, which you can find at I have made major changes to the backgrounds and missions
from the 5E version, plus I have added some new ones, changed some existing ones, and altered
some powers from the original set. I also added a wealth of new unique items to offer to my players,
including things I am sure have never been seen before by any 5E player anywhere, including items
from the 5E Essentials and 5E Complete sets. The original 5E core rulebook with these converted
rulesets is available for free download here: My thanks goes out to the 5E Community for all of their
help, and especially those who have been extremely gracious about this conversion, such as Chris
Kliewe ( Ian M Jordan ( and Torrey Foster ( d41b202975
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Download Fantasy Grounds - Tabernacle of the Forsaken (5E) Hardcover, 416 pages, Softcover, 336
pages. Discover a secret meeting place in the sewers of Golarion where the worst of the worst gather
and plots their vile plans. This collection of tools designed for the game Fantasy Grounds will aid you
in creating adventures around this underworld conclave. This product includes: A full description of a
underground camp of the homeless, with a unique background and detailed Characters (AB,UA,PC,7
page per content) Two new spells for the caster class (A,UA,PC,4 page per content)A powerful new
weaponFor clerics, druids, paladins and rangers: two new spells for the spell list (10 page per
content) New magic items to arm a PC (AB,UA,PC,5 page per content) A powerful new spell scrolls for
the sorcerer class (UA,UA,PC,5 page per content) New magic items for the warrior class (UA,UA,PC,6
page per content)New spells for the warlock class (UA,UA,PC,5 page per content)A powerful new
item for the rogue class (UA,UA,PC,5 page per content)A new magic item for the wizard class
(UA,UA,PC,5 page per content) An adventure designed for four characters of level 4 (AB,UA,PC,7
page per content) An adventure designed for four characters of level 4 (UA,UA,PC,7 page per
content) An adventure designed for four characters of level 4 (UA,UA,PC,7 page per content) An
adventure designed for four characters of level 4 (UA,UA,PC,7 page per content) Fantasy Grounds -
Tabernacle of the Forsaken (5E) has a price tag of $34.99. Two days ago, its price was $29.99. The
next step as the price stabilizes, are buyers of $34.99 (and higher) getting a 75% off coupon code. In
a few days, when the price is low enough, that code will be changed to 75% off the final price. It is a
flaw in the mechanics of Steam and it is totally outside our control that the sale is not
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 - Author: Cypher Havoc - Non-Player Characters: None
Races: Dwelven, Tiefling - Pricing: ~3.5e/Player Class of
character: Fighter This document covers a mock fight
between a Forlorn Dwelven Fighter and a beginning
homebrew Dwelven character. This is the result of
brainstorming a setting and a character concept.
Disclaimer A special thanks to the lovely Orange Monkey
for letting me use the Dwelven APG! I've provided the
modeling of the fight on my DWF character sheet and an
explanation of events. These are by no means the final
fight. I want to cover the basics of applying resources to
your character sheet. If you are going to apply resources
to the sheet, please attribute your work and provide
feedback. I strongly recommend using later style character
sheets. I've been looking into building character sheets for
a while and this is the latest iteration, distributed under
the GNU license. This document was built with Gwendolyne
O'Malley's "Faith and Steel" character sheet. Looking for
rewards As a patron of my site, you can get access to a ton
of cool content and some other stuff you might find useful.
Dwarven American Fighting Association (DAFA) Discord
Chat Roleholder The Orlando Local Community Organizer
for the Dwelven American Fighting Association (DAFA).
Dungeons and Dragons Online (D&D+OG) PCs Discord
Roleholder Unity in Discord's D&D group. DAFA - Trade
Organization PCs Discord Roleholder General Jeff Brien's
D&D group. DAFA PCs Discord Roleholder Unity in Discord's
D&D group. DAFA Race: Dwelvish Discord Roleholder The
Orange Monkey's D&D group. M4eRVanessher. This is one
of the OOARS characters, visualizes “the unreachable” in
running. For Discord: ravdomchaos For Credits I'd like to
give acknowledgement where it's due. Characters and
Edits: Dwelven Fighter: Orange Monkey; The Orange
Monkey: Muscles Honour Guard Yellow Dwarf Dwarf War
Mage Conan 1st/Con 
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How to Crack Fantasy Grounds - Tabernacle of the
Forsaken (5E)
Fantasy Grounds - Tabernacle of the Forsaken (5E)
Bethesda's Official 5E Fantasy Grounds Thread (First
Post)

System Requirements For Fantasy Grounds - Tabernacle Of
The Forsaken (5E):

OpenGL 3.3 Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)
CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2GB Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD 5000 or better
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 25GB Other: The product key for a
qualifying software title must be registered to a valid
license of that title Additional Requirements: Might depend
on your driver settings but Steam account login is not
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